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Records of the meetings : Extracts of P57, Year 1997 
 

Theme : I n te r -p er so n a l  P r o b l e ms  
 
Questioner : Members of the Working Group 

Kind of transmission : Verbal inspiration and/or medial writing (automatic writing) 
 
SPIRITUAL TEACHERS : ARON, AELIUS, ALBERT, BALTASAR, BARTHOLOMÄUS, 
  EMANUEL, JOACHIM, LUKAS, LEONARDT, MICHAEL,  
  MAGDALENA, TIMOTHY. 
 
GUESTS until now : AMENDON, ELIAS, EUPHENIUS, TAI SHIIN. 
 
 

 

 

In t roduc t ion :  

GREETINGS TO GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! We are welcoming all present from the 
OTHER WORLD very cordially. ”Where two or three are assembled in my NAME there I’ll be right in the mid-
dle of them,”  these CHRISTIAN WORDS shall guide all our meetings. We will do this work in HIS NAME so 
that it will serve everybody. Only HE is able to send authorized TEACHERS so that we can receive the 
TRUTH. We ask CHRIST to bless all present here with HIS spiritual PROTECTION so that we won't be a 
plaything for the antagonist of GOD. We know that we have to make the greatest contribution ourselves. – Our 
destination is it to grow through spiritual TEACHING, then to be able to distribute the TRUTH there where it 
can fall on fertile ground. We are asking for GUIDANCE so that our mission on earth will be justified. We can-
not reach this destination under our own steam, without spiritual HELP. We thank all HELPERS from the 
OTHER WORLD who support us in this. In this sense we are hoping for a blessed and enlightening evening. 

 
 
 
 
 
Words from the MESSENGER OF LIGHT WHITE EAGLE: 

We, the invisible ones, are your BROTHERS and SISTERS and are taking you by the hand to lead 
you. We give you courage, ENERGY and far-sightedness. Therefore, n e v e r  give up!  
 
 
Welcoming all present and starting the questions:  
 
 
 
ARON : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD and PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

  Be blessed, you children of GOD. May your LOVE grow within you to meet your 
fellow-man with LOVE. We welcome you very cordially. The TEAM and ARON. 
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Question : Dear ARON, we are discussing here in the circle interesting themes like „to practise 

tolerance“, „to learn to forgive others“ and so on. All that is generally described as 
„Work behind the scenes“.  Is it the aim of the divine PLAN that all people on earth 
will be of equal character? 

 
 
Answer : The aim of the divine PLAN is to change these shady aspects into golden aspects. 

These are STEPS OF LEARNING, which you must recognize, but only whilst here on 
earth, every single soul, to accept it and to acknowledge that they are there at all.  

 
 
Question : If the SPHERE OF CHRIST is the distant destination of the human soul and there is 

no weakness of character there anymore, then all people would be equal? 
 
  (TB: Yes.) 
 
 
Answer : That's right. This is certainly the destination which is aspired, to dissolve oneself in an 

ENERGY of LIGHT, and not have such human attributes anymore.  
 
 
Question : But isn't it really the variety in a character that makes up a personality? 
 
 
Answer : The human being, not the soul! You mix up the human substances with the divine 

LEVEL! You should develop in your divine BEING.  
 

• The shady aspects are chances to recognize the divine ASPECT and to choose it.  

 
Question : I have problems with other people, when I notice that they are dishonest with me and 

when I’m only used by them. How can I learn to handle it better? 
 
 
Answer : We would like to give you this advice, s p e a k  t o  these people about their dishones-

ty and confront them with your feelings about it. And you will see that a lot will be 
dissolved by making contact with this person and by speaking about this problem.  

 
 
Participant : It is similar if I notice that I am overlooked or completely ignored. This hurts excep-

tionally and I’m just speechless. To give my opponent no target to attack, I withdraw. 
I don’t want to show him my vulnerability. 

 
 
Answer : This fears is primeval fear, it has been with you since your childhood.  You should 

consider, if you want to work with these fears, to dissolve them.   
 
 
Question : What are my best options to dissolve them? 
 
 
Answer : We would like to advice you, get in contact with Therese Sch. and ask her if she can 

offer you something in regards to this, as we know that you can’t easily open yourself 
up in a group. You will not solve this problem by yourself and your husband can’t 
help you with it either.  
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Question : Is it normal that one gets excited about the peculiarities of other people, but  
accept ones own? 

 
 
Answer : There is a mirror being held up to you once again. Because you mean to accept your 

own. In reality, these are still points you have not worked on for yourself. These points 
are important, so that you recognize them and then to look at yourself, to see what you 
can change. All actions which are acceptable to you, you should also accept  from an 
other person. 

 
 
Question:  If everybody accepts the other as he is, with all his shady aspects, then nothing can 

really change for the better. How can these people follow a positive path of develop-
ment if they demand of others that their negative manner is accepted? 

 
 

Answer : Accepting something does not mean, that you tolerate a misdemeanour in this form.  
 
• One cannot  tolerate if one human soul is hurting another soul. 

 
  One has the duty to say to this soul, in a divine SENSE and through the divine LAWS 

you know and which further spiritual development, that their behaviour does n o t  
correspond with the divine LAWS.  

 
• Tolerance means that you tolerate that t h e r e  a r e  such souls. 

 
  It is a duty to open the eyes of those souls, which are not developed far enough, tow-

hat is happening a f t e r  d e a t h ,  s o  t h e y  c a n  s e e  through spiritual eyes that: 
 

• there is a continuance of life after death 
 
• they can not escape the consequences of what they did here on earth 
 
• and they must take responsibility for every act.  

 
 
Participant : The problem is, finding the courage t o  s a y  it.  
 
 
Answer : So it is. This is your mission here: to carry the TEACHING OF GOD in a divine 

SENSE, through the divine LAWS, further and to disclose it to these souls. 
 
 
Question : One should also learn to accept what others have said, something that one found pain-

ful, should one think about it first without abusing the opponent immediately?  
 
 
Answer : That’s how it is. 
 
Participant : This could be the most difficult of all! 
 
  (TB: P r a c t i s e  i t !  
 
 
Advice : Should one come back to it at a later time? 
 
 
Answer : Every sentence, every word, every thought which is covered with divine LOVE, will 

find its way and reach this soul. Whether sooner or later, they will achieve their result.  
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Question : I have the following problem: I often seem more serious to other people than I am in 

reality. This can lead to difficulties when associating with people. What caused the  
loss of my inner cheerfulness and how can I regain it?  

 
 
Answer:  You m e a n  to have lost this inner cheerfulness. This inner cheerfulness does defi-

nitely exist in you. You shield it because you are afraid of vulnerability and sadness. 
This is the result of the loss of your mother.   

 
 
Objection : My mother died in 1964! This happened a long time ago. 
 
 
Answer : Consider that the soul requires time, to overcome this shock, this loss and to find sol-

ace. Your soul protects itself. It will open itself, when you want it to. You notice when 
you hide away or when you cover yourself with your “security blanket” so as not to let 
your soul be visible. Decide when you let your INNER SUN shine.  

 
 
Question : For me dying in nature is very depressing. Even though you have told us once before 

that many things have improved, in spite of all the available positive aspects; sorrow, 
fear, destructions, thoughtlessness and unkindness amongst people, as well as the ly-
ing of leaders of states, have increased. I clearly feel, that all of this burdens me very 
much. Are there because of this, repercussions in dealing with others? 

 
 
Answer : These VIBRATIONS caused by your SADNESS and your thoughtfulness and your 

grief about the destruction mankind is doing here, is visible through your soul. Only 
consider: You can only help to support nature within your area. You have no power to 
stop all these things. You consciously feel the VIBRATIONS of nature. For this the  
SPIRITS OF THE NATURE are very grateful to you. But consider: you don’t have 
the responsibility for it!   

 
 
Question : I think back to the time of my childhood with fondness, when I was allowed to grow 

up in a dreamlike park, with extensive gardens in harmony with nature. Is such a ret-
rospective view a mistake? 

 
 
Answer : For you, this will always be the place, where you can go within yourself to bring this 

bliss back again. Be thankful for this treasure which has been given too you and keep 
it save..   

 
 
Objection : However, one does say: Don’t look back. 
 
 
Answer : With „looking back“, it isn’t meant what you have come to know through experiences, 

positive ENERGIES and developments. You can’t forget developments which have 
made you what you are. These are important realisations, which have made you the 
person you are today.   

 
 
Question : I have problems with people who run after the gurus from the Far East and subordi-

nate themselves to them. When these contemporaries tell you, that human beings 
„have no free will“ and furthermore describe their guru as a „holy man“ and as a „rep-
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resentative of GOD“ on earth, for me, tolerance seems out of place. How do you see 
this? 

 
 
Answer : Consider, this soul has a free will to decide for itself, what is good for it.  
 

• N o b o d y  has the right to convert another or to divert him from his path! - Who 
knows, maybe this path leads, over detours, to the path which leads to GOD. 

 
 
Question : With me it is like this, I have problems with people who speak differently from what 

they think. I have not a lot of time for them and I keep contacts to the minimum. How 
do you see this problem? 

 
 
Answer : You decide for yourself w h i c h  soul is good for you and which soul is beneficial for 

you. Nobody tells you, that you have to be connected with this person either contemp-
tuously or destructively, in thoughts. Regard this human being as a soul of GOD, re-
spect him. But decide whether it is good for you to have closer contact with this per-
son.   

 
 
Question : It is difficult for me to go to strangers. Maybe I fear that I will be disappointed. My 

wife is much more open in this respect. She doesn’t have those problems. My father is 
also much more open towards strangers, then I can ever be. How can I improve this 
situation? 

 
 
Answer : If this doesn’t represent an obstacle for you – as a human being here on earth –you 

shouldn’t change your behaviour here.  
 
 
Participant : Sometimes it is an obstacle.  
 
 
Answer : In what way? 
 
 
Participant : Because I see how easy it is for my father to interact with strangers for example. I 

hold back and first hear what they say and how they behave.  
 
 
Answer : Is your contact with these people different later on because of this? Accept this peculi-

arity. You will notice that  the m o r e  c o n s c i o u s l y  you use it, the easier it will be 
for you to make contact with people.   

 
 
Question : Is such a peculiarity hereditary? 
 
 
Answer : No. These are experiences you have collected as a human.   
 
 
Question : Most of the time, children don’t have those problems and are much more open. Why 

is this so? 
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Answer:  Children also have experiences with adults. Children know which people mean well 
and which people mean harm. Children have good judgment and decide for them-
selves who means well and who means harm. Adults on Earth eventually lose this. 

 
 
Question : Where does my fear come from, that I might do something wrong? 
 
 
Answer : Can we put this aside for the moment? Please make your body healthy first. Please 

come back to this theme at the next meetings. Have patience! Your path is very une-
ven and entwined at the moment. 

 
• Take care that you don’t loose yourself as a soul and believe in the power of pray-

er and in the HEALING ENERGIES of the soul.  
 
 
Question : You said that we should think about the „here and now“ and what is happening with 

our development. How did you meant this? 
 
 
Answer : If you convert your wishes for change or recognise that something is about to change, 

into your daily life - and each one has got something – then you have achieved a part 
of your human here and now. 

 
 
Question:   Does „here and now“ stand for the present? 
 
 
Answer : The „here and now“ refers to that, which at this moment is waiting to be processed 

through this circle and the further development of every soul here at this table.  
 
 
Participant : There are a lot of aspects of the future in this. 
 
 
Answer : Each change changes the future and the access to the SPHERE. 
 
 
Question : How do the SANTINER tackle such problems? 
 
 
Answer : These human weaknesses that you have here, the SANTINER have overcome. 
 
 
Question : Are the SANTINER already perfectly developed? - Probably not, otherwise they 

wouldn’t be living in the physical anymore.  
 
 
Answer : They live in an IN-BETWEEN SPACE, identified by the fact that they are still human 

entities. 
 
 
Question : Could we also live in such an “IN-BETWEEN SPACE“? 
 
 
Answer:  When you have developed the development of soul to a certain point, and you have 

decided not to continue your souls travels here on earth any more, but to be active in 
another AREA, you decide where it will lead. Think of the STEPS, which will escort 
you to this HIGHER DEVELOPMENT.  
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Question : What is the situation with people who have done great things here on earth, for exam-

ple Gandhi?  
 
 
 
Answer : Gandhi w a s  r e a l l y  a very highly developed soul which decided to work here on 

earth in the NAME OF GOD, to show the people what humanity and DIVINITY are 
all about. 

 
 
Question : It is said that the fourth dimension is the dimension of the spheres and the fifth dimen-

sion, the dimension of freedom where there are no more spheres. Is the objective to 
leave the fourth dimension and to change over into the fifth dimension? 

 
Answer : With these dimensions one has tried, to explain to you souls here on earth through 

your human mind, how the development of the souls in the spirit world is going 
ahead. One cannot adhere to these dimensions too rigidly .  

 
• The GOAL is to merge with the divine BEING. 

 
 
Question : Is the number of spheres identical with the number of human characteristics? 
 
Answer : There are seven units, which are subdivided into many different levels.  
 
   If there are no more questions, we would like to meditate with you, to affect a stimula-

tion of the soul from our side. Look out for changes during the meditation. After the 
meditation we will comment on it.  

 
  (TB: Don’t ask any more now !)  
 
 
(After ending the announced meditation, the SPIRITUAL TEACHER ARON made his presence 

known through the inspirational medium.) 
 
 
Answer : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD! 
   
   We have carried out a CLEANSING and a HEALING on you and we hope that your 

soul and your body could notice this.  
 
   We all wish you a continuous climb on the divine PATH and wish for you, that you 

w i l l  s e e  more a n d  m o r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o u l ,  to f e e l  and n o t i c e  the DI-
VINITY around you.  

 
  The TEAM wishes you a harmonious and peaceful week, health and luck, cheerful-

ness and lightness. We are looking forward to our next meeting and herewith end this 
evening. 

 
  In LOVE, ARON and the TEAM. 
 
 
(Expression of thanks and good-bye by the group.  A short end-meditation followed to close the 

chakras.)  
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Words of the messenger of Light WHITE EAGLE: 

Be kind – that’s all. Be kind, good and loving. It doesn’t help you to take sides in conflicts. We rec-
ommend to you to always aspire for harmony. We advise you to rise above your problems and to  
recognize that all people are on different levels of development and realisation. Once you have rec-
ognized this, deep LOVE, sympathy and tolerance will flow into your heart.  


